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Introduction  
 
At first glance, there is a beguiling charm about Nic 

Mason's paintings. There's a little red bag and red shoes 

- full of expectancy, the delight of a journey - and the 

beautifully rendered faces of native animals. The        

numbat turns to look back at us as it sets off down the 

road; the bush stone curlew pauses with a friend for a 

moment in an iconic Australian forest. But there is an 

unease here, too. The open, innocent face of a human 

child is looking out under another gaze: the eyes of a 

fox worn as a headpiece. There is personality in those 

animal eyes but it's not quite clear whether they are 

alive. 

 

The heads of native animals - detailed, layered, expres-

sive - sit atop the bodies of human children. It's a 

strange cojoining; a sense that something is not quite 

right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The beauty amidst the not-quite-right lies at the heart of 

Nic Mason's paintings. Her work is infused with a deep 

knowledge of the Australian bush, knowledge gained 

through a childhood of intent observation and drawing 

and an adult life working in the field of conservation 

management. 

 

Nic Mason's studio is an original, wonky, gold miner's 

cottage sitting amongst the trees at Napoleon Reef 

near Bathurst. For the first time in her life, for three pre-

cious months, she has given herself over to painting full 

time. Through her windows, she can see her children 

playing with their friends, her kelpie whizzing by, an old 

horse nibbling the grass. In another direction, there's  

 

 

the timeless presence of bark, leaf, rustling insects, 

glimpses of sky and earth. As she works, these things  

appear on the canvases on the walls and resting on   

easels, remixed through a searching imagination. 

 

It's clear Nic Mason has a love of oil paint. She is not 

afraid to combine different approaches to mark-making 

within a single canvas, using thin, suggestive brush strokes 

against areas of heavily layered, skillful realism. It's the 

sort of realism that almost walks off the canvas. 

"Sometimes someone will recognise a friend's child by 

their stance or little body shape," says Nic.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The children's faces are often masked by the head of 

threatened native animal - a brush tailed rock wallaby 

perhaps, or a bilby. The animals in the paintings reflect 

Nic Mason years of work in threatened species recovery 

projects, including hands-on work saving the southern 

brown bandicoot. More recently, she has followed with 

professional interest moves to reintroduce the locally  

extinct numbat and bilby in the west of the state. 

 

And then there's that little red bag. It represents going 

somewhere; a moment at the crossroads, a question. 

Animals are on the move. Are they coming back, leav-

ing forever? The bag, says Nic, also represents her multi-

tasking self. "For me, the red bag is about my life as a 

mum, my job, my involvement with an artist-run gallery. 

On any given morning I have to think about it. Which 

bag am I taking with me? It's not just one story." 

 

Tracy Sorensen          

Writer 

Numbat, on my way, 2016, oil on canvas, 76 x 76cm 

 Brush tailed rock wallaby (wirrang), 2016, oil on canvas, 76 x 76cm 

Foreword 

The Central West Regional Art Award was set up in conjunction with the 2009 Calleen Art Award for painting. The  

regional award was aimed to benefit an artist from the region financially as well as provide a unique opportunity to 

present a solo exhibition at the Gallery. The 2015 winner of the award was Nic Mason from Napoleon Reef (near 

Bathurst). WILD is the first substantial body of work shown by Nic Mason since she began painting in oils only five years 

ago. This solo exhibition not only references Mason’s long background in conservation it is also a  personal journey that 

reveals a visual language developed over time and inspired by the natural environment, and the Australian landscape 

especially around The Blue Mountains and west of the Great Dividing Range.  

 

I would like to thank Nic Mason for her collaboration and support towards the realisation of the exhibition and special 

thanks to Tracey Sorenson for her catalogue essay.  The last Central West Regional Art Award took place in 2015 and I 

would like to thank all the previous winners and judges since 2009 for their support.  Finally, I would like to thank David 

Henley for his generous support as the award patron, the staff and volunteers of the Cowra Regional Art Gallery and 

the support of the Cowra Shire Council. 

                                          Brian Langer 

                                          Gallery Director 
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Art and science have been a life long journey for Nic Mason. As a child, if she wasn’t drawing gum trees or investigating 

tadpoles in the local creek, she was peeking in the neighbour’s shed at the forms in the shadows.  He was a national 

parks ranger with a penchant for taxidermy. In her primary years, her drawing of a crested grebe was published in the 

Sydney Morning Herald and her drawing of a wallaby was awarded second prize in an Australia Post stamp design    

competition.  

 

In her final year at school she attained marks in the top 10 percent of the state in biology, geography and art, with her 

highest grades in art. Following two years consecutive travel, experiencing foreign horizons, working and drawing her 

way across Europe and the Middle East, she returned to formal university studies. In 1996 she graduated with a Bachelor 

of    Science degree, majoring in land and resource management from Macquarie University. Over the next twenty years 

she followed a career managing numerous threatened species conservation and pest management programs, holding 

positions in state and local government, the not-for-profit sector and as a private environmental consultant. 

 

Throughout her life she has maintained her drawing practice, preferring the mediums 

of pencil and charcoal and focusing on line and tone. In 2009 she could no longer 

hold back the internal tide to learn to paint. Whilst continuing to work in environmental  

management, she enrolled in fine arts at TAFE.  Her first oil painting ‘Reflection at      

Everglades’ won second prize in the Blackheath Art Prize 2011. In 2013 with 10 fellow 

artists, she formed Tablelands Artists Cooperative Gallery, a not-for-profit artist run 

space in Bathurst. Her works have been recognised through inclusion in a number of 

art awards such as semi finalist in the Doug Moran National Portrait Prize, 2014.  In this 

same year she was awarded the Mitchell School of the Arts Scholarship where she  

attended a week long workshop with Archibald Prize winning artist Cherry Hood.  In 

2015 she won the    Acquisitive Oberon Village  Columbia Portrait Prize and the Central 

West Regional Art Award. 

 

In 2016 for the first time, she is working full time on her art practice, in her new  

studio in Napoleon Reef.                                                   
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Nic Mason in her studio 
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2012 Advertisement: on a Penrith bus, Self portrait printed on the 

side of a bus as part of the advertisement for 

2013 art courses at Nepean Arts and Design Centre 

2011 Book: Self portrait selected for Me Myself & I (2011) Nepean 

Arts and Design Centre 

2010 Book: Self portrait selected for Me Myself & I (2010) Nepean 

Arts and Design Centre  
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